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2001 Writing Contest Winners 
The College Writing Committee is pleased to publish the results of SUNY Cortland's third annual writing contest. This booklet of their writing, made available for Scholar's Day 2001 (April 18), recognizes the efforts and superior accomplishments of the five student authors, two graduate 
students and three undergraduates, whose work was chosen from a large pool of 
submissions. The criteria for the awards were superior thinking, originality and 
insight, and excellent command of language. Five one-hundred dollar College 
Writing Awards for 2000 rewarded the following students: 
Adriana Vergara, undergraduate student, majoring in English, for "Sylvia Plath's World: On Her 
Terms Alone," for English 240, Modern American Poetry, for Professor Arnold Talentino. 
Adriana will receive her award at the Honor's Convocation on April 21, 2001. 
Brittany A. Luciani, graduate student in the Master of Arts in Teaching Program in English, for 
"A Voice of One's Own: Toward Gender Reconstruction in the English Language Arts 
Classroom," written in English 502 Seminar in the Composing Process, for Professor Mary Lynch 
Kennedy. 
Gary Weatherby, graduate student in the Master of Science-Secondary Education program, for 
"The Light in the Forest: Searching for the Feminine in "The Scarlet Letter," written in English 
572, Seminar in Literary Criticism, for Professor Denise Knight. 
Serena Forbes, undergraduate student, majoring in Sociology, for "Proposition 36: A Hopeful 
Alternative," for Sociology 329, Drug Control Policy, for Professor Herbert Haines. 
Alissa S. Hoover, undergraduate student, majoring in Secondary English, for "The Blue 
Colander: A Reflection and Comparison on the Hidden Moral of em Ordinary Kitchen Utensil," 
for English 306, Advanced Writing for Prospective Teachers, for Professor Victoria Boynton. 
Not published here, but noteworthy nonetheless, are our four honorable 
mentions: 
William Magner, majoring in English (Secondary Education) for "An Inquiry into 
Manhood," written in English 306, Advanced Writing for Prospective Teachers, for 
Professor David Franke. 
Vanessa Johanne Iorizzo, majoring in English (Secondary Education) for "Success in the 
Classroom: Teachers Work as Hard as Students," written in Education 441 for Professor 
Ellen Hill. 
Kathleen M. Brown, majoring in Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology, for her 
paper "Increasing the On-Task Behavior and Task Completion of a Child with Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder by Using a Token Reward System" for Psychology 400: Field 
Study in Applied Behavior Analysis with Professor Paul Luyben. 
Anna Marie Haverlock, graduate student in reading (Masters of Science in Education) 
for "Alternate Routes to Literacy: The Need for Individualized Literacy Instruction," 
written in Education 695 with professor Professor Bill Buxton. 
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Adriana Vergara 
Sylvia Plath's World: 
On Her Terms Alone 
To ask you to delve into the poetic world of Sylvia Plath is to ask you to 
enter a dense fog filled with indefinite objects. You know that somewhere in this 
fog is the solidity of answers and the reality of intended messages, but in this 
darkness you are blind and unable to find those actualities. And emerging from 
this fog, you feel dazed, not sure what just happened and not feeling that you 
grasped anything tangible during this quest for understanding. After this period 
of confusion, you feel the need to reenter that fog, to try again as many times as 
needed, until you can walk away with an answer in your hands. 
This experience I j ust described accurately expresses the way 1 felt when 
first trying to enter the poetic atmosphere of Sylvia Plath. Before deciding to 
attempt this task, I had a remote idea of what I was getting into; I had been 
introduced to her poetry before and I knew how unique and difficult her writing 
was. However, knowing the difficulty of the poetry that awaited my exploration 
did not alter my decision; for there is something about Plath that has intrigued 
me since the first time I read one of her poems. Perhaps the attractiveness of her 
poetry had something to do with the extreme metaphors she uses, or the voice of 
anger and desperation that characterizes her poetry, or simply the issues she 
writes about; but I think it also had much to do with the fact that I too am a poet, 
and within Plath I see a quiet echo of the voice I t oo use in my own poetry. And 
I also see in Plath a sort of poetic genius, a style unlike any other, a uniqueness 
and way with words I only wish that I could imitate. There is so much to Plath's 
poetry, enough to fill a book if one were to study all of it. The way I feel about 
her poetry is the way Annette Lavers describes it in her article when she asserts 
that her poetry "stands on its remarkable formal merits alone; some poems may 
not 'make any sense' at first, but they always, and immediately, make poetic 
sense" (100-102). After reflecting on Lavers' assertion, I would like to try to make 
sense of some of Plath's poetry by looking not only at different themes and 
content, but also her unique style, and bring to life these two components by 
exploring a few of her signature poems that best reflect the core of her work. 
To even begin an exploration of Plath's poetry, one must know briefly her 
background because her personal experiences created the recurring voice found 
in her poetry. Plath's father died when she was ten years old, thus setting her up 
for an emotional deterioration that would follow her into adulthood; she was 
also manic depressive, attempting suicide every ten years and eventually 
succeeding at thirty years of age; she married Ted Hughes, who left her after 
having an affair; the birth of her two children affected her emotionally as well; all 
of these events in her short life fueled the poetry of hers we have today. Lavers 
tells us, in regards to Plath's poetry, that "the subject of the poems is never 
anything but an individual experience" (103). To understand Plath's poetry one 
must know these personal experiences of Plath's that she almost always wrote 
about in her poetry. 
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Acknowledging the role Plath's background plays in her poetry is the first 
preparatory step when entering her fog-filled poetic world. Before exploring her 
specific poems, it is necessary to look at the general mood contained within her 
poetry for this is another step towards understanding. This mood is almost 
always negative and is described in numerous ways that overlap one another. 
Barbara Hardy in her article says that "passions of hate and horror prevail in the 
poetry" and that "her poetry rejects instead of accepting, despairs instead of 
glorying, turns its face with steady consistency toward death, not life" (61). 
Lavers describes the mood of the poetry as virtually always negative, ranging 
from "mere foreboding to hopeless revolt and utter despair" and that her poetry 
is a "garden of tortures" of which the sole subject is the "dialectic of life and 
death" (104). Stephen Spender in his article describes Plath as "a woman finding 
herself in a situation, out of which she produces these disconcerting, terrifying 
poems" and that these 'situations' are mentally charged or a "near-insanity" 
(200). These descriptions are all ones I found to be true in reading Plath's poetry. 
There is such a strong sentiment in her poetry that is centered around negativity 
about her life and it pervades throughout her poetry with an overwhelming 
intensity of emotion. 
Before looking at specific poems and the content of those poems and how 
this negativity prevails, I would like to look somewhat at Plath's style of writing 
and how she gets her messages across in her poetry. One major aspect I would 
like to look at is her use of metaphors, which is something she is well known for 
having a firm grasp of. I find her metaphors to be the most important and strong 
stylistic component of her poetry. John Frederick Nims, in his essay, tells us that 
Aristotle called metaphors "by far the greatest thing...which alone cannot be 
learned; it is the sign of genius" (47). If this is true then I agree with Nims when 
he says that Plath "seems...more brilliant at metaphor than others popularly 
grouped with her as confessional poets. In her poetry almost all of the 
metaphors are on target" (47). I would like now to show what I find to be some 
of the strongest and most awe inducing examples of metaphors she uses. In her 
first book of poems, The Colossus, we find metaphors such as corpses being 
"black as burnt turkey"; an aspect of nature such as the sun is described as 
having "struck the water like a damnation"; dead moles are "Shapeless as flung 
gloves." Here we have examples from her earlier poetry of what one may call 
'far reaching' metaphors; though they do work for Plath and fit in with her style 
of writing. In another of Plath's book of poems entitled Crossing the Water, these 
metaphors continue and we have a bush of berries that is "so ripe it is a bush of 
flies"; trying to live is an action where "I should sugar and preserve my days like 
fruit." Again we have metaphors between two things that seem separately to not 
relate to one another at all; but Plath is able to make these comparisons work. In 
her book Winter Trees we have more descriptions such as of life where "I have 
stitched life into me like a rare organ," and the action of waiting "lies like 
sleep,/Like a big sea"; a baby's cries are seen as "Scratching at my sleep like 
arrows." These descriptions of actions are again odd yet at the same time 
fascinating in a way that perplexes the mind and still manages make sense. In 
her last book of poems, Ariel Descending, her metaphors center around herself or 
other people; her father is a "black shoe/ In which I h ave lived like a foot"; a 
newborn baby's life happens as "Love set you going like a fat gold watch"; in 
regards to suicide people had to "pick the worms off me like sticky pearls." All 
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the aforementioned metaphors are ones which accurately reflect the intensity, 
accuracy, and brilliance with which she described concepts and objects in a way 
no one but her could do. These metaphors she so often used provide the basis 
for her messages and emotions; it is how she gets the reader to understand how 
she felt about certain things. Though these metaphors are so strong it is 
important that you do not let yourself get so caught up in them and hence only 
look at the metaphor and not the poem as a whole; to further understand her 
poetic world you must be able to see how these metaphors relate to the overall 
message or theme of the poem. 
From that point you can further sort through the fogginess of Plath's 
poetry and move into thematic elements of her poetry. Within her poetry I 
found that overlapping themes permeate throughout that come directly from 
personal experience. In her poems there is an obvious struggle between two 
opposing forces: life and death; and almost always it is the idea of death that 
wins and therefore is more appealing to her than life. It is safe to assume that her 
manic depression helped fuel these feelings of not wanting to live and not being 
able to deal with the realities of life thrown in her face. Even in her first few 
books of poems, which I like to say have a 'quieter' voice than her last book, And 
Descending, there is still desperation in her poetic voice. This desperation is not 
quite as forceful and angry as in poems like "Daddy" and "Lady Lazarus," but it 
still pervades. In her book Winter Trees that preceded Ariel Descending, we 
witness the breakdown of the self and her attempts at building a life; we see this 
in the poem "Thalidomide" when she says "All night I carpenter/ A space for 
the thing I am given/ A love..."; her life breaks as she says "the glass cracks 
across" (23). This continued disintegration comes from her feelings of loneliness 
and her attraction to the idea of death, which reverberate in her book Crossing the 
Water. In this book we have poems like "I Am Vertical" where she says: 
It is more natural to me, lying down 
And I shall be more useful when I lie down finally: 
Then the trees may touch me for once, and the flowers have 
time for me. (12) 
Here we have a direct forecast of death, of a death she craves that to her would 
seem more natural than life or reality. We see this particular perception of death 
as well in another poem from that book entitled "Last Words" where in the first 
stanza she describes what type of casket she wishes to make her home when she 
is dead. And death she describes as coming soon as she says "My mirror is 
clouding over-/ A few more breaths, and it will reflect nothing at all" (40). 
Again, she speaks of death as something she knows will happen soon and as 
something she prefers over life. 
It is not just these individual ideas of death and loneliness that exist in her 
'quieter' poems; we also see the role of her children in this emotional struggle. 
Lavers explains that as a subject the child in her poems is positive, but that as a 
theme it is combined with other ideas that take away from this positive view and 
sometimes make it all negative; the child reinforces the fear and despair Plath felt 
(123-124). With these feelings we end up with some disturbing poems in which 
death and the child are combined into one overwhelming sense of despair. In 
her book Winter Trees the poem "Child" describes the newborn as a beautiful 
thing that should have a fulfilling life but that the mother has nothing to offer her 
child but "this dark ceiling without a star" (18). For Plath her world is dark and 
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hopeless and so she feels she cannot offer her child anything positive. This idea 
of not being able to care for her child as a mother is again seen in the three 
separate voices of the poem "Setting: A Maternity Ward and round about." In 
this poem we have three women who all utter statements of not being prepared 
to mother a child because they themselves are not fulfilled emotionally. We have 
statements such as "I am not ready for anything to happen. I should have 
murdered this, that murders me"; and "This is a disease I carry home, this is a 
death"; and "There is no miracle more cruel than this"; "Can such innocence kill 
and kill? It milks my life"; in describing the baby "She is crying through the glass 
that separates us" (48-56). In all these statements is the restated idea of not 
wanting to be a mother because the woman does not know how; if she feels 
nothing but despair and negative feelings about life, how can she offer the child 
anything better? In "Morning Song" as well we see this idea of detachment Plath 
felt towards her newborn children. Upon the child's birth she says "We stand 
around blankly as walls" (2158). She does not know how to react; she says "I'm 
no more your mother/ Than the cloud that distills a mirror to reflect its own 
slow/ Effacement at the wind's hand" (2158). Marjorie Perloff in her article 
explains that in this poem motherhood is both frightening and fascinating and 
how the mother cannot understand her relationship to this new child or thing in 
her life (117-118). When in the poem the mother stumbles from bed when the 
baby cries, Perloff says we see a sort of mechanical mothering because the 
mother herself does not feel human and is without identity (117-118). All of 
these poems that deal with motherhood reflect the personal feelings Plath had 
about her own motherhood. Plath was so emotionally disturbed that she did not 
feel apt or qualified to create a life for her children to live in that was not merely 
a reflection of the dark life she herself was experiencing. 
Not only do her children play a prominent role in her poetry, but also the 
death of her father and her manic depression, which I mentioned before, go hand 
in hand in her poetry, each feeding off the other. In her poem "The Colossus," 
we witness her grieving for the death of her father and the permanent mark of 
pain that left on her as a person. She begins by stating that "I shall never get you 
put together entirely,/ Pieced, glued, and properly jointed" (20). She goes on to 
describe her father as this colossus, this gigantic ruin that she attempts to put 
back together but never can. She says "My hours are married to shadow," the 
shadow of darkness that the death of her father left her with, this shadow of not 
understanding and not being able to deal with his death. Murray M. Schwartz 
and Christopher Bollas in their essay describe Plath in this poem as trying 
"symbolically to reconstitute her father, the imago of a lost god" in order to 
"deny the vacant space left by his death" but that her tries are "a labor of 
despair" (185). This issue of Plath's in dealing with her father's death and its 
immediate repercussions on her mental state are found not only in this poem but 
others as well. 
In one of Plath's signature and often anthologized poems, "Daddy," 
which is perhaps one of the most disturbing and angry poems of hers, she also 
deals with her father's death in a more direct manner. It is important to mention 
at this point that the way in which Plath attempted to reconnect with her father 
was through suicide, to reach him in death. In this poem she deals with the issue 
in a sort of psychological horrific manner. She says "You died before I h ad time/ 
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I u sed to pray to recover you" (2160). Her suicide attempts of trying to reach 
him are described as she says 
I was ten when they buried you. 
At twenty I t ried to die 
And get back, back, back to you. 
I thought even the bones would do. (2161) 
Lavers asserts that this "ten-yearly rhythm of death offsets the pulsation of life" 
(129). Psychologically she could not deal with the death of her father and had to 
find a way to be rid of the issue completely that infected her earthly life; and 
death in the form of suicide was one way she felt she could be rid of the issue. 
In another one of Plath's often anthologized poems, "Lady Lazarus," she 
confronts the issue of her attempted suicides directly in a grotesque and 
disturbing manner. In this poem she is like a freak in a circus; her suicide 
attempts are a show to be watched by an amazed audience. Lavers tells us that 
in this poem the individual voice is facing a "masochistic infatuation with death" 
(134). She begins the poem casually stating "1 have done it again./ One year in 
every ten/ I manage it" (2165). Here we see, as explained by Frederick Buell in 
his essay how the act of suicide is done consciously in a dehumanizing way 
(151). Plath's descriptions of suicide add to this view and this is especially 
expressed in the poem when she says "Dying/ Is an art, like everything else./I 
do it exceptionally well" (2167). Elizabeth Hardwick in her essay, says how this 
statement shows that suicide is portrayed as a performance and that it is 
described with a "raging, confident pride" for which there is no fear or apology 
for the act (106). Plath says that in the act of suicide "I do it so it feel like hell/ I 
do it so it feels real/ I guess you could say I've a call" (2167). Buell says that in 
this description of reasons for suicide, Plath is saying it is done because of "self-
destructive inner demands" (151). In this poem we get the sense that Plath sees 
suicide as something she must attempt, whether it be to get back to her father, or 
because of some inner despair that drives her to it like some irresistible force. 
The despair in this poem takes the same form as in "Daddy," an uncontrollable 
anger at whatever is causing these feelings of rage within her. Both poems are 
violent and hostile, coming from a deranged and hysteric voice, much louder 
than the desperate poems from her earlier years. It is not surprising then that 
these two poems were written in the last few years of her life, and thus show the 
mental anguish she was suffering that undoubtedly drove her to her last and 
successful suicide attempt. It is poems like these that emotionally discuss her 
attempted suicides and her father as well as her feelings about children and life 
in general that are really at the core of her poetic world; these are the issues that 
in a sense took over her mind and controlled her emotions in a such a negative 
way. Once you recognize the personal facts of her life and use those to see what 
her metaphors mean, you can actually piece together the bits of messages in her 
poetic fog and come out feeling that you have grasped something tangible from 
her poetry. 
In Plath's journals, published after her death, she once wrote, "I must be 
lean and write and make worlds beside this to live in. That's where writing 
comes in. It is as necessary for the survival of my haughty sanity as bread is to 
my flesh." How closely I too as a poet can relate to these thoughts. I too know 
what it is like to have thoughts in your head that you must write for fear that if 
you don't, you will go crazy. For the poet, writing is an escape; it is a way to 
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create a world that only you can fully understand, that only you can live in. I 
have no doubt after devoting myself to trying to understand Sylvia Plath as best 
as I can, that her writing was a part of her mental existence, that it was necessary 
to her survival. And though her poems are often horrifying for the subject 
matter they explore (death, suicide, hatred, detachment from one's own child), 
and the way she explores them through shocking metaphors and elevated 
language, they are still so valuable, so deserving of recognition, and so truly 
among the best poetry I have ever read; one writes best what one knows best, 
and for Plath these issues were what she knew best, for they consumed her life, 
and saturated every part of her mental and emotional existence. I read once 
somewhere this thought on writing: "I write only because there is a voice within 
me that will not be still." How true that must be for the poet, and how true it 
must have been for Plath; she had a voice that became louder with time, that 
could not be quieted, and with time simply writing to let this voice out was not 
enough therapy for her, and that voice drove her to her final decision to end her 
life, and take with her a poetic talent that blessed us all as readers. 
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Brittany A. Luciani 
A Voice of One's Own: 
Toward Gender Reconstruction in the English Language Arts Classroom 
We take for granted that our schools are 
communities, when in fact they are merely 
institutions that can become communities 
only if we work at it. But with proper 
attention to all the individuals within the 
school, we can create for students an experience 
that demonstrates what it means to be a 
compassionate, involved citizen. For it is 
only within a community, not an institution, 
that we learn how to hold fast to such 
principles as working for the common good, 
empathy, and self respect. 
George Wood (Fleming 595) 
We send our sons and daughters; nieces and nephews; brothers and 
sisters; and the neighbor children to our educational institutions for 180 days a 
year in the hopes that the younger generation of learners will somehow right the 
wrongs of our generation: fix the hole in the ozone layer, put an end to youth 
violence, put a spark in the space program, and clean up the environment. But 
what our educational institutions teach inside their walls has an even greater 
bearing on the human race. Beyond SAT scores and college entry numbers, the 
largest challenge of the academic world is upon us: there is implicit education 
going on that profoundly affects how we as a nation view citizenship. Our 
young people are learning that females are second class individuals, and not only 
is second class citizenship for women accepted, it is also expected and reinforced. 
While gender inequalities pervade all content areas within schools, the 
English Language Arts classrooms are hit hardest for two reasons — the curricula 
are traditionally male oriented and the accepted mode of writing is traditionally 
male biased -- both of which inhibit and squander females' ability to identify 
with material. 
Some deconstructionists see gender abolition as the key to eliminating 
gender bias, but I argue that the English Language Arts classroom holds great 
potential for initiating change through gender reconstruction. With updated 
curricula and a movement within the ELA classroom to embrace feminist ideals, 
we will move closer to a universal mode of human acceptance and an enhanced 
sense of community throughout all of our schools. We need to give our girls and 
women their voices. Our humanity depends on it. 
What's Happening in Our Schools? 
The other day while I was meandering around the halls of Candor High 
School, I was troubled by an advertisement for class rings that was posted in the 
walkway. It included the usual information about where to order rings and how 
much to submit for a down payment. But instead of displaying a selection of 
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class rings, which would offer students a taste of what they could expect in their 
own rings, the ad displayed a series of svelte, attractive, high school-aged girls 
wearing the rings. Tine girls' appearance on the poster was irrelevant, and their 
rings were so small and so secondary to the ad that I wondered why they were 
wearing them at all. The company had sacrificed ring visibility to offer a three-
quarter's length body shot of the girls. The girls were the sales pitch. 
I walked away mumbling about sexist ads to one of my female students 
who smiled at me as if I had just fallen off the turnip truck. I then realized how 
typical this sort of advertisement is - in all arenas of life, not just in schools. It is 
so common that it's expected, accepted and reinforced over and over again. If 
this kind of female objectification happens in hallways, what's happening in 
classrooms? Many classroom instructors are no more aware of the objectification 
they apply to females than was the young woman I complained to about the 
sexist ad. Sexism is universal in our public school system. 
Education, according to Kathryn Pauly Morgan, is "pseudo-universal," 
meaning it is masked as all-encompassing and all-important, but in reality it is 
not. In "Describing the Emperor's New Clothes: Three Myths of Educational (In-
)Equity," Morgan explains that one of the steps in unveiling the "pseudo-
universalism" (115) in our schools is to identify and name the androcentric 
solipsism that is masked under the name of "universal" knowledge. Androcentric 
solipsism maintains that the content worthy of inclusion in education is 
determined by men and that the primary creators of curricula are men. Morgan 
breaks her androcentric solipsism into two separate components: factual solipsism 
which implies that universal knowledge is all we need to know and normative 
solipsism which implies that this universal knowledge is all that is worth knowing 
(114). 
In other words, the education system is wrought with materials that are 
created by men with a very narrow scope. It would be difficult to blame them 
for their educational misdirection since they are adhering to their own natures 
and may not necessarily be intentionally ignoring female students. But girls are 
being forced to adjust to men's thinking. And that, as Morgan clearly points out, 
"is not a genuine education" (117). 
Morgan also discusses the Platonic bias of our traditional patterns of 
learning and achievement. In The Republic Symposium, Plato explains that human 
learning reaches its "most valued stage" in the production of universal, 
impersonal, detached, abstract, theoretical reasoning (115). Whatever is 
particular, concrete, and personal is, therefore, less "valued," and students who 
reason in those ways can forget about being taken seriously, or advancing 
academically. It may come as no surprise to most of us that it is females who 
theologians, philosophers, psychiatrists, administrators, and educators see as 
experts in the concrete, the particular, and the feeling (115). Accordingly, women 
take a back seat to their male peers in academic achievement if they adhere to 
what comes most naturally to them. 
While the terminology of androcentric solipsism and Platonic history may 
seem overly rigorous to some readers, we do need to name the disease that has 
taken over our schools and had such a detrimental effect on our girls and 
women. If we do not name the problem, we will continue to disregard it, 
continue to deny females the right to learn in their most natural state, as we have 
allowed men to do for centuries. 
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Even still, gender inequalities in the classroom can be construed as mere 
hearsay by stalwart supporters of our education system. But that notion is easily 
laid to rest as we investigate actual classrooms. Studies have shown that 
teachers interact more often with boys than girls, and girls get less attention and 
wait longer for it (Houston 52). Girls are exposed to nearly three times the 
number of boy-centered stories than girl-centered stories; boys are twelve times 
as likely to speak in class (Pipher 62). Inequities appear linguistically, as well. 
Boys are highly authoritative and impersonal in their language use, and they 
engage in "devil's advocate" exchanges which are most often equated with 
intelligence and authority (Houston 53). Girls, however, are more likely to 
hesitate, make false starts, and use questioning or polite intonations that allow 
for interruptions and inattention, linguistic practices which are often equated 
with lack of intelligence (Houston 52-3). While the information is disappointing 
enough on paper, the results are staggeringly disappointing for female students 
who slowly lose the desire to even try. Surely it would be difficult for even the 
most resilient individual to overcome implicitly negative feedback from 
instructors. According to Mary Pipher, girls can't explain why they ditch their 
dreams to be astronauts and brain surgeons. They just "mysteriously lose 
interest" (63). 
Girls' academic decline begins in junior high, where the structure of the 
schools tends to be large and impersonal (Pipher 64). Females get lost 
academically in impersonal settings because they tend to do better in 
relationship-based settings (64). Pipher's work with adolescent girls offers proof 
that the school environment needs to be altered to better suit female students. 
And in the long run, creating a sense of community within schools will benefit all 
students -- female and male - by expanding their knowledge base and ability to 
understand one another. 
ELA Classrooms: A Problem 
What makes the English Language Arts classroom so vital in the study of 
gender bias is its focus on writing. Unlike a mathematical equation or a scientific 
formula, writing is highly subjective. Written work is subject to an instructor's 
demands, which in many cases stem from the Platonic tradition we discussed 
previously. So, not only are girls fighting for attention and feedback in verbal 
interactions, in the writing classroom they are also fighting to do well under 
circumstances that cater to male modes of thought and performance. As writing 
across the curriculum becomes all the more popular and necessary, the need for 
females to find their voice and have it recognized in writing is becoming more 
imperative to ensure their safe and equal passage through the education system. 
The first area of gender bias in the English Language Arts classroom is the 
curriculum which, traditionally, was almost universally male. To read what was 
for decades considered a classic American novel was to submerge oneself in 
maleness. Many of the books were written by men and were about boys or men. 
Such a curriculum not only makes it more difficult for adolescent girls to relate to 
material, but as Ramona Young, in "Sex Education in the English Classroom" 
emphasizes, it further subjects girls to belittlement because female characters 
symbolize what men are supposed to escape from (341). Young points 
specifically to novelists such as Irving and Mailer, but evidence of this 
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phenomenon is apparent in popular adolescent literature as well. Our beloved 
character, Scout, from To Kill A Mockingbird has a stuffy Aunt from whom both 
Scout and the reader want to escape. Frequently, females have to read "against 
themselves" to participate in the reading experience. 
Beth Benjamin and Linda Irwin-DeVitis argue that female characters are 
often self-sacrificing and are more likely to be discussed in relationship to others 
(65). I t hink immediately of the best-selling novel Bridges of Madison County by 
Robert James Waller. The main character, Francesca, is a farmer's wife who has 
an affair with a photographer one weekend while her family is at the Iowa State 
Fair. Instead of leaving home with her lover, which is what she truly desires, she 
sacrifices her happiness for her family. When she dies, she requests that her 
ashes to be scattered off the bridge where her lover was buried. This is typical 
self-sacrificing material. And it is not confined to mass-marketed bestsellers. If 
Virginia Woolf had written the same novel, Francesca would have gone mad 
from unhappiness. Great literature is inundated with women who live 
unhappily, commit suicide, or go insane because they live in man's world. It is 
difficult for our young women learn to be strong, independent, happy 
individuals when as readers they are expected to identify with only sturdy, 
intelligent male characters and sick, crazy, tormented female characters. 
If this were not bad enough, as writers they have to contend with a mode 
of writing which, as Linda Miller Cleary points out, is based on hierarchical, 
limited patterns commonly engendered as male (54). There are two definitive 
styles of writing: a male mode and a female mode. Thomas J. Farrell writes in 
"The Female and Male Modes of Rhetoric," that the male mode of rhetoric is 
antagonistic and divisive, which coincides with how boys use language in the 
classroom. The female mode, on the other hand, is more intimate, supportive, 
and conciliatory (910, 917). The precise distinctions of how the two modes differ 
are too involved to examine in this paper, but it is important to note the impact 
these different writing modes have on our female writers. Not only do girls have 
to read against themselves, but they have to write against themselves, as well. 
In "The English Teacher as Midwife: Gender Sensitivity in Teaching 
Methods," Laura Jane Roop argues that the style of writing taught in English 
classrooms lacks the "connectedness" and personal voice that females value 
highly (91). She quotes from Elisabeth Daumer and Sandra Runzo: "'We still 
primarily teach a style, whose distinctive features are detachment from others, 
suppression of emotion, a 'logical' - i.e., hierarchical-organization, 'appropriate' 
topic and word choice, persuasive strategies, and reliance on rules'" (91). These 
traits are distinctly male and, in short, are what is expected and accepted. It 
would be difficult to find a classroom where students are allowed to use the 
word "I" in formal writing, much less a classroom where emotions are readily 
accepted, or where writing is free-form. Cleary aptly asks: "If a female student 
writes most naturally using a rhetoric that is not acceptable in the academic 
world, doesn't that make the job of accommodating herself to male structures 
more difficult, less interesting, less motivating, and certainly more 
discomfiting?" (54) The obvious answer is yes. 
Our ELA classrooms are perpetuating gender bias, and in fact making 
girls active participants in their own disillusionment. Even more disturbing, 
these problems are not confined to the classroom. Victoria Purcell-Gates informs 
us that identity construction is relational. The identity of one group emerges in 
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relation to another (126). In other words, females who are immersed in a male 
dominated culture think of themselves according to that culture's standards. 
Benjamin and Irwin-DeVitis explain: "The transition from girl to woman is a 
treacherous one in which many girls begin to doubt their own knowledge and 
experience, ignore and devalue their own feelings, and move toward 
relationships based on cultural stereotypes rather than honesty and truth" (67). 
Under this premise it is easy to see why our classroom practices need serious 
gender reconstruction. 
ELA Classroom: A Solution - Gender Reconstruction 
Bronwyn Da vies (1989) offers a deconstructionist solution to sexism in 
education. Specifically, she claims that we must abandon the categories of male 
and female altogether if " the fabric of the patriarchy is to be undone" (Houston 
77). She further urges us "to abolish gender both as a social category and as part 
of our personal identity," except in cases of reproduction. She suggests that our 
genders be "'no longer central to our identity,... no longer polar opposites'" 
(Houston 77). I disagree with Davies that males and females should stop seeing 
themselves as polar opposites for the simple fact that we are polar opposites. 
Men and women speak differently, interact differently, write differently, think 
and feel and express themselves differently. Quite frankly, I think that the only 
similarity between males and females is that they are human individuals worthy 
of respect and consideration. With that understood, I agree with Davies that 
gender should no longer be central to our identity. Our identities should be 
centered on the simple fact that we are all human. But that is not to say that we 
can not revel in, and appreciate, our differences as males and females. Adhering 
to gender abolition merely confines us to a different sense of "universalism." 
Males and females should not have to operate under the notion that they are the 
same simply to make things neat and tidy in society. There are decades of work 
ahead, however, before this revelation will come. 
As a first step we need to focus on our young female learners. Peggy 
Orenstein declares that we need to look at how girls define themselves and build 
self-esteem (McCutcheon 61). In Failing at Fairness: How America's Schools Cheat 
Girls, Myra and David Sadker document moving information about how boys 
and girls feel about each other. When asked what they would do if they woke up 
one morning to be a member of the opposite sex, the response was dramatic. For 
boys, the thought of being female is "appalling, disgusting, and humiliating" 
(83). But while boys explained the desperate measures they would go to in order 
to get out of being girls, the girls found opportunity in being boys. They talked 
about playing sports and being called "'slugger instead of sweetie'" (85). The 
perspective we need to eliminate is the one that claims girls are somehow less 
powerful boys. 
Mary Pipher points out that by junior high school, girls sense their lack of 
power, but can not verbalize what they feel (41). They notice that congressmen, 
executives, principals, famous writers, and musicians are men, but they complain 
only on a personal level. Their brothers get paid more for mowing lawns than 
they get paid for babysitting; moreover, the boys have to do fewer chores around 
the house (41-2). In my own experience, boys' athletic events are considered 
more exciting, drawing a much larger crowd than girls' games, even though 
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girls' events are often free and boys' events are not. It is easy to see why boys 
would not want to be girls, but girls would want to be boys: our social 
environment promotes that very idea. 
We need to keep in mind Maureen Barbieri's point that females' need for 
connectedness and relationships is so strong by seventh grade that they will do 
anything to get approval (31). They feel enormous pressure to be popular, and 
learn quickly that good grades can interfere with popularity (Pipher 64). One 
girl said: "When I started junior high I figured out that I'd have more friends if I 
focused on sports. Smart girls were nerds" (Pipher 64). Yet another: "All I care 
about is my friends. Grades Don't matter to me" (64). Instead of creating an 
environment where girls feel like they have to pretend to be unintelligent, or act 
docile and be merely supportive members of their classrooms, we need to 
promote girls' assertiveness and independence. Barbieri says we can achieve this 
goal by making good grades a by-product of literacy engagement (5). If g irls 
could enter into every writing assignment with their goal being self-discovery as 
opposed to getting A's or even C's, the chances that they would feel free to open 
up and express themselves would increase with time. If they could write in a 
style that is more befitting to girls, without fearing failure or reprimand, the 
floodgates of self expression would open. The key to strength and independence 
is having the opportunity to be heard. As Adrienne Rich exclaims: "Where 
language and naming are power, silence is oppression, is violence" (Belenky 23). 
The only way to give girls their voices is to let them be freer in the classroom. 
The ELA classroom, where we write and read and revise each other's works, is 
the perfect place to start. 
But the world is against us female folk. When I r ead the tremendously 
forward moving ideas in Mary Field Belenky's Women's Ways of Knowing, I want 
them badly for our classrooms, for girls and boys. Boys are missing out on so 
much knowledge and understanding by having half of their peers' voices 
stunted. Belenky and her colleagues call for the rise of midwife-teachers to assist 
in the emergence of consciousness (218). Unlike the "banker-teacher" who 
merely deposits information in students' heads, the "midwife-teacher" draws 
knowledge out (217). Midwife-teachers support students' thinking, but do not 
think for them; they foster the growth of students and encourage them to think 
more. Midwife-teachers don't want to change minds. They want their students 
to think bigger. Belenky goes on to describe a learning environment where there 
are no apologies for uncertainty, where the students form a community based on 
the premise that every person has a unique view on the world (221-2). 
Teaching strategies so innovative, I fear, will take decades to reach the 
masses. To transform Belenky's thinking into pedagogy will take eons. And 
while I feel liberated just talking about this type of education, I remind myself 
that women are still warned against using a midwife to have a child at home. 
Decades ago, child-birthing fell victim to a rigid set of parameters implemented 
by male physicians who believed they could deliver babies more effectively in a 
sterile environment which, up until very recently, has been very cold and 
unloving. Such has been the fate of our education system. The notion of the 
midwife-teacher, a nurturer as well as an instructor, will flounder indefinitely. 
People don't see the need. Girls need help now. 
Can we not begin to sketch a scenario of the midwife-teacher in the hopes 
of helping girls in the near future? For starters, we need to avoid teaching only 
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the male-dominated classics in our ELA classrooms. While they are works of art, 
for the purposes of exposing students to a wide array of a views, or even 
increased awareness of gender issues and experiences, the classics commonly 
taught in high schools - Of Mice and Men, The Old Man and the Sea, The Great 
Gatsby, A Tale of Two Cities, Red Badge of Courage — are seriously lacking. If girls 
are going to find their voices, they need to study the works and lives of women 
writers and scholars in their own right, not just in relation to men. Adrienne 
Rich, in her essay "Toward a Woman-Centered University," states, "To become 
truly educated and self-aware, a woman must be able to discover and explore 
her root connection with all women" (Roop 91). Exposing young women and 
young men to Emma Goldman, Agnes Smedley, Zora Neale Hurston and Anne 
Moody, would benefit all of the ELA classroom participants. Having self-aware 
girls in the classroom makes us all better people. If our schools are ever going to 
become communities, the voices of females which have been so long 
extinguished, must be revived. 
In "Whose Stories are Validated?," Susan Fleming declares, "If we are 
serious about creating a community of learners in the writing classroom, we 
cannot afford to silence the voices of girls. Nor can we afford to consign boys to 
a limited - and often destructive - view of masculinity" (595). The silence of 
females in the classroom perpetuates the myth of male superiority - everybody is 
losing. 
In reconstructing the writing classroom, we must first move away, or at 
least not emphasize, the limited pattern of writing that educational institutions 
have promoted for centuries. We need to offer more open writing assignments 
and allow students to respond with an essay, a poem, a letter, or even a short 
play. By demonstrating our own openness in assignments, we will be 
encouraging openness, creativity, and voice in writing, vital elements in any 
student's work. Open writing assignments will also deemphasize the current 
mode of thought that there is only one acceptable way to respond to a question 
in the classroom. 
Since essays are important and extremely valid forms of communication, 
however, versing students in alternative essay-writing practices would be 
beneficial, as well. Instead of only enforcing the concept of a formal, rigid, male-
oriented structure, we might allow students to ask questions in their writing and 
to use the word "I." This would further aid in developing voice. Plus, it would 
add fluidity to the writing of students who may lose their train of thought while 
they are concentrating too hard on structure. 
As a student and newcomer to the teaching profession, I have heard much 
of what our young men have to say; now I want to hear our young women. I 
want females to start influencing males the same way males have influenced 
females over century-long traditions. I want a balance. I want a school 
community, not a school institution. Admittedly, boys do have their own set of 
problems. Clearly with the onslaught of school shootings, thus far being 
committed entirely by young men, it would be foolhardy to say that boys do not 
have issues that need to be addressed. However, let us suppose that these boys, 
who are filled with hatred and angst against fellow students, or against the 
world, start going to schools where there is connectedness, where they do not 
feel ostracized, or left out, where female students speak freely and openly, 
expanding the minds of all those who hear them. This is what they would hear: 
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I wish that everyone could be friends and love each other. That 
there could be peace, harmony, and friendship in whatever we 
do or where we go. Things would be so fun and certainly there 
would be no stress.... None of us is perfect and flawless, why 
make things bad and unacceptable? We do it because we don't 
know any other way. All we know is to stand up for yourself and 
fight for survival yourself. We can't ignore the needs anymore. 
We have to start giving and help others out as best we can. Things 
have to be better for our kids and grandchildren. 
—Emily (Barbieri 209) 
Albert Einstein once said, "No problem can be solved from the same 
consciousness that created it. We must learn to see the world anew." 
Can we, as a nation, afford not to? Let our women be heard. 
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Serena Forbes 
Proposition 36: A Hopeful Alternative 
Proposition 36 was in initiative in California, put on the ballot by petition. It was 
passed on November 7, 2000, to the dismay of some and the relief of others. This 
proposition mandates probation and treatment instead of incarceration for first 
and second time non-violent drug offenders charged with simple possession of 
drugs, provided that the amount of drugs is small enough for personal use only 
(Jimenez: November 5, 2000). This law would exclude violent criminals, dealers, 
and those arrested for multiple offenses (Sivadas: November 3, 2000). Addicts are 
given three chances at treatment before facing significant jail time, and upon 
successful completion of a treatment program, the offender may have the drug 
conviction eliminated from his/her record. There were several controversies 
surrounding the passing of this initiative, for several different reasons, but I 
believe that the proponents have a much stronger case in support of the law. 
Since the Proposition was successfully passed, hopefully the proponents of it will 
not be given any reason to doubt their endorsement. 
So why was this Proposition put forth in California? According to Peter 
Banys, writer for the San Francisco Chronicle, "The rate of incarceration in 
California is now more than twice the national average. In California, we have 
incarcerated 45,455 individuals for drug offenses. In 1999, 52.9 percent of new 
drug imprisonments were for possession" (Banys: October 26, 2000). Clearly 
something must be done about this imprisonment binge, and since the target of 
Proposition 36 is possession of drugs, it seems like one of the most hopeful 
solutions thus far. The stated goals of the Proposition are to divert non-violent 
drug offenders from incarceration to substance abuse treatment programs, to 
"halt the wasteful expenditure of hundreds of millions of dollars each year on 
the incarceration - and reincarceration - of non-violent drug users", and to 
"enhance public safety by reducing drug-related crime and preserving jails and 
prison cells for serious and violent offenders" (CA Secretary of State, text of 
proposed law). 
The main concern about the surge of imprisonment, and seemingly the 
most important goal of the Proposition, appears to be the financial aspects of it. 
Incarceration is costing $25,900 per inmate per year (Banys: October 26, 2000), as 
opposed to treatment, which the state estimates would only cost $4,000 per year 
(Zamora: November 6, 2000). According to Zamora, the California legislative 
analyst estimates Proposition 36 would save the state $100 million to $150 million 
annually by diverting people out of the prisons (Zamora: November 6, 2000). 
Furthermore, local governments, statewide, could save approximately $40 
million annually in court and jail costs alone (Zamora: November 6, 2000). The 
Proposition also allows for $120 million of state money to be put into local 
counties for treatment (Jimenez: November 5, 2000). Estimates of savings to 
taxpayers over a period of 5 years are proposed to be up to 1.5 billion dollars. 
The estimates of financial savings and obvious economic benefits alone should be 
enough to make this law seem desirable. However, there were several opponents 
of the Proposition, with numerous different arguments. 
A main argument against Proposition 36 revolved around the debate over 
the importance of the fear of jail time. "No on 36" people argue that the "threat of 
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incarceration is key to helping chronic addicts get and stay clean" (Saunders: 
November 3, 2000). The main group presenting this particular argument is 
judges, who feel that their discretion is being taken away, and the mere 
sentencing of probation with treatment will not be enough to deter or punish 
drug offenders sufficiently. Judge Stephen Manley fears that "judges will not 
have the leverage - the threat of prison time - to force addicts into residential 
treatment programs" (Saunders: November 3, 2000). Added to this was the 
concern over the hindering of the "carrot-stick" approach to law enforcement, 
especially when dealing with drug treatment policies. Strong opponents feel that 
"The 'carrot' is treatment, support, and relief from prosecution. The 'stick' is 
doses of jail time," and they feel that Proposition 36 has no "stick" (O'Flaherty: 
November 1, 2000). 
Another opposing argument concerns the feeling that simply requiring 
treatment with probation is not "punitive" enough, therefore the idea of people 
taking responsibility for their actions will be weakened (O'Flaherty: November 1, 
2000). Those who argue this believe that people are not punished severely 
enough for their drug crimes if t hey are put into a treatment program. Joe 
O'Flaherty, writer for the CA Auburn Journal, is a supporter of this idea, and he 
maintains that "treatment programs, while beneficial, are not by themselves 
punitive consequences" (O'Flaherty: November 1, 2000). If punitive measures 
realistically did anything to help drug offenders stay off of drugs and keep them 
out of the correctional system, than this would be a valid argument. As far as the 
idea of "punishment" goes, the underlying question seems to be over the way 
drug addiction should be treated - as a medical problem, or a criminal act. If it is 
to be treated medically, as many argue it should be, then punishment for 
punishment's sake is unnecessary. 
What appears to be the strongest case that the opponents of Proposition 36 
have is that they are critical of the funding appropriation for it. The law, which 
will take effect July 1, 2001, requires that: 
$60,000,000 shall be continuously appropriated from the General Fund to 
the Substance Abuse Treatment Trust Fund for the 2000-2001 fiscal year. 
There is hereby continuously appropriated from the General Fund to the 
Substance Abuse Treatment Fund an additional $120,000,000 for the 2001-
2002 fiscal year, and an additional sum of $120,000,000 for each 
subsequent fiscal year concluding with the 2005-2006 fiscal year (CA 
Secretary of State, text of proposed law). 
The part that the opposition has a problem with is in the distribution of these 
large sums of money. The money allocated is to cover the costs of providing drug 
treatment programs, and to offer vocational training, literacy training, and family 
counseling, as well as any extra costs, such as court monitoring, or probation 
department costs. In fact, the only thing that this money specifically cannot be 
used for is drug testing services of any kind (CA Secretary of State, text of 
proposed law). It seems to me that the opposition is right to be worried about 
this. A concern often brought up is how do you know if the individuals 
undergoing the mandatory treatment are staying clean? An estimated 36,000 
people per year would be placed in treatment under Proposition 36 
(Vasconcellos: November 3, 2000). There have to be extra funds from somewhere 
to be able to test those people to ensure that they are remaining healthy, and that 
the Proposition is achieving what it is being set out to accomplish. I saw no 
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solutions to this problem as I read through detail after detail of the specific 
outline of the law, so this seems to be one argument that the opposition has some 
right to be concerned about. 
Ironically, several of the aspects of this law that opponents found to be 
negative are exactly the same things that proponents focus on in a positive light. 
An example of this is the idea of pure punishment. While the opponents feel that 
there needs to be some form of punitive measures taken, the main argument of 
proponents for Proposition 36 is that if y ou place non-violent drug offenders in 
prison, "the punishment exceeds the crime" (Saunders: November 3, 2000). In 
their view, non-violent drug offenses are primarily self-destructive, and many 
people believe drug use to be a medical problem instead of a criminal problem, 
so these proponents believe that incarcerating these offenders will certainly serve 
no desired purpose. A common assertion is that forcing non-violent drug 
offenders to spend time with violent criminals in jail or prison is a waste of their 
lives, for numerous reasons. Most importantly, they should be receiving 
treatment first and foremost, instead of simply being locked away where they 
still have access to drugs, and where they will live among hardened convicts 
who will most likely make them more criminal. Also, locking up non-violent 
drug offenders is a waste of tax-payer resources. According to Jim Zamora, in 
California, "There are currently 20,116 inmates in state prison for drug 
possession, or 12.4 percent of the inmate population" (Zamora: November 6, 
2000). That adds up to millions of dollars annually that is unnecessarily spent on 
the useless incarceration of offenders who merely participated in self-destructive 
behavior, from the viewpoint of proponents (Saunders: November 3, 2000). 
Another important aspect of Proposition 36, which has also received a lot of 
controversy, is the provision that "At any time after completion of drug 
treatment, a defendant may petition the sentencing court for dismissal of the 
charges" (CA Secretary of State, text of proposed law). 
While opponents argue that this aspect of the Proposition is a negative 
one, proponents have a very different view. They believe that if the stigma of 
having a drug arrest on your record is removed, it will be that much easier for a 
drug offender, once having completed the treatment successfully, to pick up the 
pieces of his life and stay out of further criminal activity. This is very important 
in removing drug offenders from the correctional system permanently. The 
benefits to this are numerous, in terms of money wasted on incarceration and the 
lives of the offenders being wasted. If an offender has completed their treatment 
fully, they should have the chance at a good job to try and better their lives, to 
reduce the need for crime in the future. Typically, an average personal non­
violent dug user will not necessarily have a background in or a penchant for 
crime, and according to Daniel Glaser, "Incarceration is much more likely to 
reduce job prospects of such users and to foster their predatory law breaking on 
release" (Glaser 1997: 125). Their chances at being hired are lower if there is a 
drug conviction on their record. And if they are not able to hold a job, they more 
than likely will be forced to resort to selling drugs again for income. 
I think that this aspect of the Proposition is very positive and it will 
enhance the opportunity for a successful recovery and increase the chances of 
staying away from prison. There are so many positive aspects of the idea of this 
law, if not for the argument about humanity and effectiveness of treatment as 
opposed to incarceration, than simply for the financial benefits that will come of 
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it. People are so concerned with the "Drug War" and eliminating drugs from our 
society that they tend to overlook the facts about what is occurring in the 
correctional system. According to Charles B. Fields, "One-third of Federal 
prisoners are non-violent, low-level offenders with no criminal record" (Fields 
1999: 148). When drug inmates are typically serving longer sentences than those 
convicted of murder or sex offenses, it is clear that something is very wrong and 
uneven (Fields 1999: 148). In 1990, $20.3 billion was spent to incarcerate 1.1 
million individuals in U.S. jails and prisons, and in the last decade, the 
percentage of inmates being locked up for drug offenses in state prisons 
increased from 7 percent to over 22.5 percent of the prison population (Fields 
1999: 149). It should be perfectly clear by now that in the case of drug abusers, 
locking them up and throwing away the key does not solve anything. The 
correctional system is just a revolving door, especially for drug addicts, because 
they have a physical addiction, and all the incarceration in the world is not 
enough to fix it. These people need treatment. Not only that, but if t hey are non­
violent, as are the people targeted by Proposition 36, they have not committed a 
crime worthy of such punitive measures. 
On the economic side, there are numerous studies which show that 
treatment, overall, is more beneficial than incarceration, for several reasons. 
According to studies done by RAND, treatment is more cost-effective at reducing 
serious crime related to drugs, and it directly reduces the demand for drugs out 
on the street, while being "four times more cost-effective than conventional 
enforcement" (Caulkins 1997: 68 77,101). One look at all the estimated savings of 
Proposition 36 will prove that it is clearly the wiser choice over incarceration. 
Despite all of the concerns of the opponents, most of which remain unfounded 
anyway, the fact is that this law has the potential to save the California 
government between $100 million and $150 million annually, while helping 
promote better health and hopefully create space in already crowded prisons for 
the violent offenders who truly deserve incarceration. Proposition 36 is clearly a 
revolutionary law. 
California is the second state to implement a law of this kind. In fact, 
Proposition 36 was modeled after Arizona's Proposition 200, which also required 
probation and mandatory treatment, in place of incarceration, for non-violent 
drug offenders. Proposition 200 was passed in 1996, and was highly successful. 
Reports from the Arizona Supreme Court show that 71 percent of the illegal drug 
users were drug-free two years after treatment, and it has saved the state 
millions of dollars (Sivadas: November 3, 2000). So if opponents are not satisfied 
with the research findings in California, they need only look next door to find a 
place where it has actually been implemented, with great success. With any luck, 
the passing of Proposition 36 will not only have long-lasting effects on the 
correctional system in California, but also will hopefully give rise to a 
permanent, widespread way of dealing with non-violent drug offenders. 
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Gary L. Weatherby 
The Light in the Forest: Searching for the Feminine in The Scarlet Letter 
(and a Little Child Shall Lead Them) 
A Fragment 
Beneath yon birch with silver bark, 
And boughs so pendulous and fair, 
The brook falls scattr'd down the rock: 
And all is mossy there! 
And there upon the moss she sits, 
The Dark Ladie in silent pain; 
The heavy tear is in her eye, 
And drops and swells again. 
She hears a rustling o'er the brook, 
She sees far off a swinging bough! 
"'Tis He! 'Tis my betrothed Knight! 
Lord Faalkland, it is Thou!" 
"My Henry, I have given thee much, 
I gave what I can ne'er recall, 
I gave my heart, I gave my peace, 
O Heaven! I gave thee all." 
"Wait only till the hand of eve 
Hath wholly closed yon western bars, 
And through the dark we two will steal 
Beneath the twinkling stars!"— 
"The dark? The dark? No! not the dark? 
The twinkling stars? How, Henry, How?' 
O God! 'twas in the eye of noon 
He pledged his sacred vow! 
from "The Ballad of the Dark Ladie" 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
Thus Goethe's reversal of its presence at the origin of things, "In the beginning 
was the action"...and we live in its creation, but it is the action of our spirit which 
continues that creation by constantly renewing it. And we can only turn back on 
that action by letting ourselves constantly be pushed further ahead by it. (Lacan 
35) 
The forest, or the untamed wilderness, has been paradigmatic in the 
American experience and mythology, and this was especially true for the early 
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European settlers of the new continent. To bring Christianity and civilization, to 
establish the City on the Hill, which would be a light to all nations—in short, to 
proclaim the New Jerusalem—was part of a Utopian vision. The images of this 
vision were drawn from scriptural metaphors as well as from the medieval epics 
of the christianization of Europe. Hawthorne views these images through a 
Romantic transcendentalism, examining "the way in which the mind determines 
and orders its own contents through its own laws...[and the] belief in the 
existence of a timeless realm of being beyond the shifting, sensory world of 
common experience" (Perkins 14). Hawthorne adapts the Gothic romance to 
reflect the "Romantic ideal of unity or completeness of being" (Perkins 9). 
Although there is no knight or positive male archetype in the romance, 
there is the prevailing metaphor of the quest interpreted psychoanalytically as 
the search for the self. "The hero's quest is an exploration of the menacing 
darkness of his own identity" (McPherson 16-17). Hester, Pearl and Arthur 
engage in this quest for completeness, with successes and failures. What is 
missing in the incomplete self is symbolized by the scarlet letter—"a presence 
made of absence" (Lacan 39). A is for absence, and it is each character's 
incompleteness that propels the narrative. "There are, in Hawthorne...mercurial 
heroes, dark ladies, and tyrannical materialists, whose stories have to do with the 
discovery of self, the problem of evil, and the brotherhood of man" (McPherson 
108). 
The beginning of a quest often finds the hero entering the darkest part of 
the forest, learning the first of many lessons: that which is most desired is also 
that which is most feared. Hawthorne uses the forest as the setting for climactic 
(re)union of Hester, Arthur and Pearl with profound symbolic resonances. It is 
in the forest where the richly embroidered narrative thread of The Scarlet Letter 
unravels to reveal the experiences of the feminine which Hester embodies, as 
well as to reveal Pearl as the primary text (for Miller [6], the "text within the 
text") and messenger of the tale (Hermes) bearing the hermeneutic key to each 
character's quest for the feminine principle necessary to form the complete self; 
all this, while dwelling in a masculine, repressive and paternalistic society. 
Hawthorne is "studying the fate of the self in Puritan America" (McPherson 170), 
where the A, as a symbol and measure of Calvinistic control, achieves an 
apotheosis into an eternal archetype: 
The return of t he goddess for renewal in a feminine source and spirit is a 
vitally important aspect of . ..[a] woman's quest for wholeness...We need 
to return to and redeem what the patriarchy has often seen only as a 
dangerous threat and called terrible mother, dragon or witch. (Perrera 
139) 
The prevailing archetype in The Scarlet Letter is the feminine. 
Shari Benstock, in a (sign)ificant reading, argues that "the tale 
itself...focuses attention on representations of womanhood, with special emphasis 
on Puritan efforts to regulate female sexuality" (290). In fact, the tale explores 
the archetype of the feminine in symbols and metaphors capturing the rich 
variety of images of the feminine from the Western tradition. Other than Hester 
and Pearl, the women in the narrative function only peripherally, with the 
notable exception of Mistress Hibbins. Among the representations of 
womanhood and the feminine (the trinity of Virgin, Mother, Hag/wicca), she 
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clearly represents the terrible, dark aspect of the feminine as the wicked wicca. 
Hester and Pearl manifest diverse images of the feminine in their quest for 
wholeness. 
The reader's first image of Hester is her appearance at the prison door. 
She is preceded by the town-beadle who "like a black shadow emerging into the 
sunshine...prefigured and represented...the whole dismal severity of the 
Puritanic code" (56). Indeed, the spectre of this sergeant-at-arms suggests the 
cherubim with flaming sword preventing the return to the Garden, implying a 
loss of innocence impossible to regain. In contrast, Hester, emerging from 
darkness, "bore in her arms a child" (56). She was "fully revealed before the 
crowd" (57) as an archetype of the Mother or Madonna, with the child of 
unknown and mysterious paternity. She radiated femininity: 
The young woman was tall, with a figure of perfect elegance, on a large scale. 
She had dark and abundant hair, so glossy that it threw off the sunshine with a 
gleam, and a face which, besides being beautiful from regularity of feature and 
richness of complexion, had the impressiveness belonging to a marked brow and 
deep black eyes...And never had Hester Prynne appeared more lady-like...than 
as she issued from the prison. (57) 
The crowd was awed by Hester's presence; they were "astonished, and even 
startled, to perceive how her beauty shone out, and made a halo of the 
misfortune and ignominy in which she was enveloped" (57). 
As one representation of womanhood, Hester is the symbolic madonna-
with-child; however, the image, as well as Hester, is soon transfigured by the 
mediation of the scarlet letter. In fact, the change has already begun: 
But the point which drew all eyes, and, as it were, transfigured the wearer,—so 
that both men and women, who had been familiarly acquainted with Hester 
Prynne, were now impressed as if they beheld her for the first time,--was that 
Scarlet Letter.. .It had the effect of a spell, taking her out of the ordinary relations 
with humanity, and inclosing her in a sphere by herself. (57-58) 
The narrator suggests that Hester might represent the "image of Divine 
Maternity" (59). 
Conversely, the opening scene on the pillory is one of the few ritualistic 
actions in this seemingly religious text, and suggests an alternate reading. In its 
broadest sense, it is suggestive of the rite of atonement in the Yom Kippur 
observance (Lev. 16:8-22). Hester is the scapegoat for the sins of the community, 
sent into the wilderness: 
Giving up her individuality, she would become the general symbol at 
which the preacher and moralist might point, and in which they might 
vivify and embody their images of woman's frailty and sinful 
passion...with the scarlet letter flaming on her breast...as the figure, the 
body, the reality of sin. (74-75) 
Thus, A is for atonement or Aza'zel (the two redactions in the Priestly narrative 
differ: Aza'zel is either the name of the sacrificial goat bearing the sins of the 
community, or the name of the demon in the wilderness to which the goat is 
sent. [Bible 142n]). A very early (prior to 70 CE [Bible 1453]) Christian text, The 
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Letter to the Hebrews, now canonical, identifies the scapegoat with the sacrificial 
Christ (Heb. 9:1 Iff). This metaphor could hardly have escaped the author, and 
the narrator agrees that "in this manner, Hester Prynne came to have a part to 
perform in the world" (78). This also explains her prescience: Hester experiences 
the sins of others. She believes "that the scarlet letter had endowed her with a 
new sense...it gave her a sympathetic knowledge of the hidden sin in other 
hearts" (80). 
After the pillory ritual and the alchemy wrought by Chillingworth, Hester 
begins her journey alienated from the community. From this point in the 
narrative until chapter 13 ("Another View of Hester"), Hester's physical 
attributes remain unremarkable. In fact, Hawthorne paints Hester's emotional 
colorings, but provides no physical descriptors. The image evoked is of the 
kindly spinster living in the woods; she is under suspicion, but may after all be a 
good (wicca and) mother. Her only true pleasure, her ambivalent feelings about 
Pearl notwithstanding, is her sewing craft which "to Hester Prynne...might have 
been the mode of expressing...the passion of her life" (78). The spark of passion 
is still alive in Hester, although a Freudian reading could conclude quite the 
opposite. In chapter 13 the reader is introduced to a transformed Hester, a Hester 
that is now representative of "the Dark Lady, as creativity, sexuality and the dark 
feminine" (McPherson 24). Her journey is one of darkness and moonlight. 
Seven years have past, and Hester's role has changed. She now ministers 
to the sick and the poor; she visits those who live in darkness. She is expressive 
of "moon-types...the active forces" of the feminine (McPherson 27). "Only the 
darkened house could contain her" as she goes "into the household that was 
darkened by trouble" (131). The only light being the A, which 
"glimmered...with comfort in its unearthly ray...It had even thrown its 
gleam...across the verge of time" (131). The letter becomes the light in the 
darkness, and its bearer is Hester. For the sufferer, the letter becomes a witness 
to the sacred, showing "him where to set his foot, while the light of earth was 
fast becoming dim, and ere the light of futurity could reach him" (131). It 
becomes like "the cross on a nun's bosom. It imparted to the wearer a kind of 
sacredness, which enabled her to walk securely amid all peril" (132). This 
apotheosis of the letter is only possible because of its relation to the feminine and 
the female body. 
In Lacan's semiotics, the letter as a signifier is of the body and anchored in 
the unconscious. The French psychoanalyst Serge Leclaire makes the point: 
I put it forward that a signifier (in the order of the unconscious) can be 
called a signifier only in so far as the letter which constitutes one face of it 
necessarily refers back to the movement of t he body...the signifier is as 
much body as it is letter, it has a somatic and palpable aspect. (Lemaire 
144-145). 
The letter is quite palpable, even in its play in the imagination, "it seared Hester's 
bosom so deeply" (81), and it causes Arthur to adopt the physical affectation of 
putting his hand over his heart. The letter is embodied, as archetypes are wont 
to do (von Franz 155-156). 
The physical manifestation of the letter, as a presence made of absence, is 
the controlling metaphor guiding each character's quest. Where Arthur 
undertakes nighttime acts of physical mortification which may be seen as 
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autoerotic and a form of sexual displacement, Hester performs acts of 
reconciliation and compassion, not only as a form of sublimation (that is, without 
an overt sexual component; Hester as a type of Artemis—another A—goddess of 
chastity, an avatar of the dual nature of Hecate—goddess of the moon and 
fertility), but also as acts of atonement. Dimmesdale's acts are self-centered and 
solipsistic, his attempt to redeem the self: the letter is covered and hidden. 
Hester's focus becomes the Other: the letter revealed. As the Reverend Mr. 
Dimmesdale so astutely intuits in his exhortation to Hester in the first pillory 
scene: "Heaven hath granted thee an open ignominy, that thereby thou mayest 
work out an open triumph over the evil within thee, and the sorrow without" 
(67). 
The "sorrow without" is manifested by the change in both Hester's and 
Arthur's appearance. In the second pillory scene, the narrator tells of Hester's 
shock "at the condition to which she found the clergyman reduced. His nerve 
seemed absolutely destroyed" (129). Hester, too, has undergone a profound 
change, as she has visibly been un-sexed. 
The effect of the symbol...was powerful and peculiar. All the light and graceful 
foliage of her character had been withered up and had long ago fallen away, 
leaving a bare and harsh outline...Even the attractiveness of her person had 
undergone a similar change...It was a sad transformation, too, that her rich and 
luxuriant hair had either been cut off, or was so completely hidden by a cap, that 
not a shining lock of it ever once gushed into the sunshine. It was due in part to 
all these causes, but still more to something else, that there seemed to be no 
longer any thing in Hester's face for Love to dwell upon; nothing in Hester's 
form...that Passion would ever dream of clasping in its embrace; nothing in 
Hester's bosom to make it ever again the pillow of Affection. (132-133) 
Under the influence of the letter, Hester's sexuality has been denied, as has her 
womanhood. The narrator observes that "some attribute had departed from her, 
the permanence of which had been essential to keep her a woman" (133). 
Foliage that is withered and fallen, and bare, harsh outlines are suggestive 
of winter. Vegetative and earthy, the feminine is outwardly dormant. There is 
hope in nature's cyclic rhythms. The Romantic ideals of renewal and rebirth are 
echoed in the narrative voice: "She who has once been a woman, and ceased to 
be so, might at any moment become a woman again, if there were only the magic 
touch to effect the transfiguration" (133). 
Although magic and transfiguration might appropriately be identified 
with the alchemical practices of Chillingworth, his influence on the feminine is 
impotent. Of the male characters, he has the most difficulty relating to women. 
He has some knowledge of herbals, a traditionally wiccan craft. As a man of 
reason, he adopts a utilitarian and reductionist masculine approach to his craft, 
rather than the more spiritual and holistic approach favored by shamans and 
wiccan embracing the feminine. He lacks both the physical and spiritual "touch" 
of the feminine (Hester/Pearl dyad). 
Pearl, as "the scarlet letter endowed with life" (90) is arguably "the most 
complex figure in the romance, with a character compounded of Romantic and 
Calvinist conceptions of childhood...of artistic presence, and as spiritual 
messenger" (Abel 204). A child is by definition complex, changeable and 
inscrutable. This is certainly true of Pearl, and partially explains Hester's often 
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enigmatic reactions to the child. It is Pearl, moreover, who is emblematic of 
Hester's femininity as mother of Pearl. Pearl and Hester form the dyad of the 
Great Goddess archetype, of mother-daughter "in bipolar wholeness" (Perrera 
164). She provides Hester with the "softening influence of maternity" (85). If 
Hester has lost aspects of the feminine, it is Pearl who, as Hester's complement, 
embodies the feminine as "female sexuality incarnate" (Kilcup 241). She is Pearl 
"of great price,—purchased with all she had,-her mother's only treasure" (81). 
Pearl is thus a type of the Kingdom of God as in the twin parables of the treasure 
and the pearl (Matt. 13:44-13:47), and reinforces the "traditional meaning of Pearl 
as the soul or self" (McPherson 187). Magic and transfiguration, as well as 
revelation and redemption, are attributes best ascribed to Pearl. 
It has already been suggested that Pearl represents one part of the 
archetypal dyad of the madonna and child, but Pearl's nature partakes of many 
elements of the child archetype and the feminine as well. "Pearl's aspect was 
imbued with a spell of infinite variety, in this one child there were many 
children" (82). Pearl lives in two worlds, the heavenly or spiritual and the 
earthly or (mater)ial; she reflects the natures of Hester and Arthur. Pearl 
displays the feminine dormant in Hester. Some readings would suggest that 
Arthur's nature is ultimately false, yet another might suggest that Arthur is 
confused by his encounter with the feminine, recapitulating a child's struggle 
between its impulses and the imposition of reason as it begins to emerge as a 
social being. More completely manifesting the child archetype, Pearl is the 
Divine Child, "worthy to have been brought forth in Eden; worthy to have been 
left there, to be the plaything of the angels, after the world's first parents were 
driven out" (82). She is the child of innocence, in a turn on Blake, free of social 
and divine constraints. She "lacked reference and adaptation to the world in 
which she was born. The child could not be made amenable to rules" (82). 
She is also a child of experience and a child of nature, "but not clad in 
rustic weeds" (82); 'weeds' is a doubling of both 'clothes' and 'wild plants.' She 
embodies the natural as an aspect of the feminine, cthonic and earthy, "a being, 
whose elements were perhaps beautiful and brilliant, but all in disorder" (82). 
She is described as a sprite and an elf (83), and perhaps a wicca and earth-
mother. "The spell of life went forth from her ever creative spirit, and 
communicated itself to a thousand objects...puppets of Pearl's witchcraft" (85). 
In essence, "Pearl is a Child of Nature, significantly comparable to the Romantic 
Child of Nature" (Abel 190). 
A conjunction of opposites, Pearl is, Shiva-like, both creative and 
destructive. Using the natural world as her elements, she creates a social world, 
a world of people, "whom Pearl smote down and uprooted, most unmercifully" 
(85). Pearl is "a glimmering light that comes we know not whence, and goes we 
know not whither" and "the black shadow...of the storm and whirlwind" (83). 
[The cognates 'glimmer,' 'glitter,' and 'gleam' (as well as 'gloom') are leitmotifs 
signifying the letter and Pearl, and to the light both in the forest and also in the 
gloaming or twilight. As in "The Custom House," reality becomes "spiritualized 
by the unusual light...where the Actual and Imaginary may meet, and each 
imbue itself with the nature of the other" (46)]. Although at once godly and 
innocent as the divine child, Pearl also partakes of the demonic. Hester sees, 
reflected "in the small black mirror of Pearl's eye... a face, fiend-like...as if a n 
evil spirit possessed the child" (87). So ephemeral is Pearl's personality, so like 
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"the phantasmagoric play of the northern lights" (86), that "Hester could not 
help questioning...whether Pearl was a human child" (83). As with Blake, 
"Without Contraries is no progression" ("The Marriage of Heaven and Hell"). 
There is another aspect of Pearl's personality, one which, as it were, 
"holds a mirror up to nature." Pearl, "like Blake's Thel is between two worlds" 
(Fogle 41). Thel, from the Greek root for desire (Perkins 65n), reflects the natural 
world: 
Ah! Thel is like a wat'ry bow, and like a parting cloud; 
Like a reflection in a glass; like shadows in the water; 
Like dreams of infants, like a smile upon an infant's face; 
Like the dove's voice; like transient day; like music in the air. 
("The Book of Thel" 11.12-15) 
Pearl is the offspring of desire, and is, as a pearl "of great price" (81), desirable. 
A Romantic, Blake (unlike Hester and Arthur), does not see desire as sinful. 
Pearl, though an innocent child, intuits that as well. Hester is confused by what 
she sees in Pearl, but it is only because Pearl reflects Hester's uncertainty; the 
rage she sees in Pearl is expressive of her own; and Pearl's sprite-like personality 
is the expression of Hester's repressed feminine. Pearl, as is the letter, is the 
return of the repressed in a different form, a form that is not easily recognizable. 
Insofar as Pearl manifests the submerged feminine qualities in her mother, Pearl 
becomes the text for her mother and reveals the text of the Mother. For Pearl, 
"by her actions and symbolic gestures...points out and urges right moral 
determinations for the other characters" (Abel 190). 
Pearl's function as text is pre-figured by an early incident of touching. If 
Hester needs a magic touch to redeem her womanhood, it is Pearl who gives it: 
The first object of which Pearl seemed to be aware was—shall we say 
it?—the scarlet letter on Hester's bosom! One day, as her mother stooped 
over the cradle, the infant's eyes had been caught by the glimmering of 
the gold embroidery about the letter; and, putting up her little hand, she 
grasped at it, smiling, not doubtfully, but with a decided gleam. (86) 
Is this an act of child-mother bonding, or is it another expression of desire-
Pearl's desire for the letter, to be endowed with language, to become text? "The 
moment in which desire becomes human is also that in which the child is born 
into Language" (Lacan 83). 
Language, like desire, is a presence made of absence. The discovery of the 
feminine is most clearly seen in the climactic forest episode. The forest is where 
there are no others—no society, no social norms. That the forest was to become 
the environment in which the redemption of the feminine was to take place is 
foreshadowed early in the romance: 
It may seem marvellous, that, with the world before her...and having also 
the passes of the dark, inscrutable forest open to her, where the wildness 
of h er nature might assimilate itself with the people whose customs and 
life were alien from the law that had condemned her...It was if a new 
birth, with stronger assimilations than the first, had converted the forest-
land, still so uncongenial to every other pilgrim and wanderer, into 
Hester Pryne's wild and dreary, but life-long home. (75) 
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The forest is nature, a separate community, both physically and psychologically, 
from the social. It is a return to the natural, to the garden, where Pearl can play 
with the angels in a metaphorically unfallen world. It is in the garden, moreover, 
that language becomes narrative (and hence normative). By naming creation, a 
narrative is created. As Lacan observes, "It is the world of words which creates 
the world of things" (Lacan 39). Pearl's nature is at home in the forest, and it is 
there where Pearl appears as child, feminine archetype, soul and text. 
Prefatory to the walk in the forest, Hester meets Chillingworth on the 
peninsula after Pearl is sent to play. Pearl, like Thel, sees her reflection in the 
pool. It is Pearl, but it is also (an)other. Pearl wants the image to come out and 
play: 
But the visionary little maid, on her part, beckoned likewise, as if t o say,— 
"This is a better place! Come thou into the pool!" And Pearl, stepping in, 
mid-leg deep, beheld her white feet at the bottom; while, out of a still 
lower depth, came the gleam of a kind of fragmentary smile, floating to 
and fro in the agitated water. (136) 
Pearl has been invited into the realm of the feminine, and sought "a passage for 
herself into its sphere of impalpable earth and unattainable sky" (142). Hester 
"summoned back her child" (142). During the interval where Hester and 
Chillingworth have their interview, Pearl has entered into the realms of the 
feminine assuming "the aspect of a mermaid" (142), and has placed "on her own 
bosom...the letter A,—but freshly green, instead of scarlet!" (142). The scarlet of 
blood and the green of chlorophyll: the letter is embodied, embracing life. The 
letter is metonymic for the feminine, expressive of the desire to embrace all life. 
Pearl is further revealing the A: 
Pearl's inevitable tendency to hover about the enigma of the scarlet letter 
seemed an innate quality of her being. From the earliest epoch of her 
conscious life, she had entered upon this as her appointed mission...as a 
spirit-messenger no less than an earthly child. (144) 
Pearl becomes the hermeneutic key to Hester's quest. She also becomes text for 
her mother, for "language, before signifying something, signifies for someone" 
(Lacan xi). She signifies for Hester, who still believes the letter to be the badge of 
sin and the sin of being a woman. As text, and the letter embodied, Pearl 
functions as language, and "the function of language is not to inform but to 
evoke" (Lacan 63), it "includes its own reply" and "invests the person to whom 
it is addressed with a new reality" (Lacan 62). 
Pearl's mission to reveal meaning and as spirit-messenger, prompts her to 
wear the signifier to evoke in Hester a response. "1 wonder if mother will ask me 
what it means!" thought Pearl (142). As the letter contains its own reply: Hester 
does ask Pearl about the letter. 
An exegesis of chapters 16-19 seems to bring the various themes together 
in often startling juxtaposition. Hester undertakes her forest walk with the clear 
motivation that she will meet Arthur, who has been with the Apostle Eliot (a 
translator of the Bible) among the Indians, and make her confession of her pact 
with Chillingworth. 
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Hester and Pearl, embarking on their quest for the feminine and love 
(fulfillment), enter the darkest part of the forest. 
The road...was no other than a footpath. It straggled onward into the 
mystery of th e primeval forest. This hemmed it in so narrowly, and stood 
so black and dense on either side...that, to Hester's mind, it imaged not 
amiss the moral wilderness in which she had so long been wandering. 
(146) 
Hester and Pearl have entered the domain of the feminine, symbolic of nature 
and vaginal sexuality. It is a dark reality, punctuated by "a gleam of flickering 
sunshine" (146). 
The light, however, will not bless Hester. Pearl again becomes text for 
Hester: "It does not love you. It runs away and hides itself, because it is afraid 
of something on your bosom" (146). The reader infers, as does Hester, of course, 
that what is meant is the scarlet letter. Unconsciously, however, one might be 
led to a different reading, in the following exchange: 
"I am but a child. It will not flee from me; for I wear nothing on my 
bosom yet!" 
"Nor ever will, my child, I hope," said Hester. 
"And why not, mother?" asked Pearl..."Will it not come of its own 
accord, when I am a woman grown?" 
"Run away, child," answered the mother, "and catch the sunshine! It will 
soon be gone." (146) 
On first reading, what is worn on the bosom is the letter. Another reading that 
suggests itself is that Pearl is referring to becoming a woman, to having breasts, 
and so symbolizes maternity—to become a mother. Hester perhaps wishes Pearl 
to remain a child forever, hoping to spare her the experiences that have so 
complicated and saddened Hester's life. Pearl's reply is that growth and 
maturity are inevitable. Hester realizes this, too, exhorting her to fully 
experience her present nature because, like the sun, "it will soon be gone." Pearl 
does so, and the light becomes part of Pearl as she had "absorbed it into herself, 
and would give it forth again, with a gleam about her path" (147). 
Hester, like Coleridge's "Dark Ladie," waits in the mossy forest, in a 
"dell" (or in the dimmest dale) for her knight and lover, while Pearl, like Thel, 
searches the brook, of unknown origin and uncertain end, and forest for 
revelations to the great mystery of which they are (a)part. It was "the untamed 
forest...that would decide their fate" (157). 
Pearl's nature is at home in the forest, as it seems her rightful element as 
an elf-child (149), "as a nymph-child and infant dryad, or whatever else was in 
closest sympathy with the antique wood" (161). Pearl has returned to the garden 
of innocence and become the child of nature wherein "the mother-forest, and 
these wild things which it nourished, all recognized a kindred wildness in the 
human child" (161). 
After a brief discourse about the Black Man, Arthur appears. Since there 
are no coincidences in the realm of archetypes, only synchronicity, Pearl 
identifies Arthur with the Black Man and is rebuffed by Hester. Arthur is a 
representation of the masculine struggling with the feminine. Hawthorne hints 
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at, but does not explore, the Calvinistic and symbolic relationships between 
Arthur and the Black Man, perhaps because this is not his story—or history. At 
this point, Pearl is sent into the wood to play, and she briefly disappears from the 
narrative. 
Arthur is literally stumbling along the path when Hester calls to him, 
invoking his full name. Surprised, "he indistinctly beheld a form under the 
trees...and so little relieved from the gray twilight into which the clouded sky 
and the heavy foliage had darkened the noontide, that he knew not whether it 
were a woman or a shadow" (150). Indeed, they both meet as incomplete selves, 
as shadows, "of disembodied beings. Each a ghost" (151). Arthur, too, will meet 
his shadow, or the feminine, in the forest. 
Hester and Arthur, in an almost operatic voice and action, each undertake 
their individual confessions of falsehoods, and both express a desire to die in the 
forest together (Hester 153, Arthur 155), from their grief and remorse rather than 
as a Liebestod. Yet Hester, "with sudden desperate tenderness" embraces Arthur 
and "pressed his head against her bosom; little caring though his head rested on 
the scarlet letter" (154). So powerful is this embrace, that Arthur struggles to free 
himself, but is unable to do so! They are re-united in this brief struggle for 
wholeness. 
Their redemption lies in never having "violated...the sanctity of the 
human heart" (154). Hester attempts to renew the passion of their relationship, 
as she urges him to remember: "What we did had a consecration of its own" 
(154). "What we did" is a vague construction, although the reference is clear 
enough. The implication is their sexual union, not their love, was consecrated, 
but it also implies that they were not. It is unclear whether this is because they 
have not consecrated "each to the other" as in the marriage vows prescribed by 
the church and society, or as fully committed human beings in a relationship of a 
profoundly personal nature. The sexual and procreative act is natural, and 
expressive of the feminine, in spite of the restrictions imposed by social norms. 
Hester begs Arthur's forgiveness, which he finally grants. Arthur does not 
forgive himself, nor does he ask Hester's forgiveness, only God's: "May God 
forgive us both!" (154). Typically, Arthur is theologically correct: only God can 
forgive; however, he abdicates his personal responsibility in their relationship 
by refusing the healing metanoia (repentance; to turn around). 
In a parody of the garden of Eden (J document, or "second" redaction of 
the creation text in Genesis), Hester urges Arthur to act upon his newly-found 
knowledge of good and evil, and to undertake a new journey into the feminine, 
into the freedom of the forest, or on "the broad pathway of the sea" (156); she 
invites him to become a new person, giving "up this name of Arthur 
Dimmesdale" (157). To be given a new name is to become reborn. Hester will 
go, too, as his strength and guide, with the scarlet letter, Hester's "passport into 
regions where other women dared not tread" (157). Arthur experiences some 
dissonance; he "had never gone through an experience calculated to lead him 
beyond the scope of generally received laws" (158). He is unsure, but Hester 
must be his strength, for "he can no longer live without her companionship; so 
powerful is she to sustain,--so tender to sooth!" (159) 
At this point, images of light again infuse the narrative. The narrator 
observes that "a glow of strange enjoyment threw its flickering brightness over 
the trouble of his breast...breathing the wild, free atmosphere of an unredeemed, 
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unchristianized, lawless region. His spirit rose" (159). With Hester as his "better 
angel," Arthur is "risen up, all made anew," resurrected, through the 
transformative feminine, into an "already better life" (159). To paraphrase the 
narrator's earlier analysis of Hester: he who as once been a man, and ceased to be 
so, might at any moment become a man again, if only there were the magic touch 
to effect the transfiguration. 
Hester's next act is remarkable in its symbolic effect. She renounces the 
letter! "The past is gone...See! With this symbol, I undo it all, and make it as it 
had never been!" (159). She disowns and disembodies the letter, casting it away 
into the forest. It did not, significantly, fall into the stream to be cleansed and 
carried away. "The mystic token alighted on the hither verge of the 
stream...glittering like a lost jewel" (159). With the letter denied, Hester regains 
her sexuality and feels free to express it. She becomes, as it were, tumescent. 
"The stigma gone, Hester heaved a long, deep sigh...Oh exquisite relief!" (159), 
and with Puritan restraint, begins to disrobe: 
She took off the formal cap that confined her hair; and down it fell upon her 
shoulders, dark and rich, with at once a shadow and a light in its abundance, and 
imparting the charm of softness to her features. There played around her mouth, 
and beamed out of her eyes, a radiant and tender smile, that seemed gushing 
from the very heart of womanhood. A crimson flush was growing on her 
cheek...Her sex, her youth, and the whole richness of her beauty, came 
back...within the magic circle of this hour. And, as if the gloom of the earth and 
sky had been but the effluence of these two mortal hearts, it vanished with their 
sorrow. All at once, as with a sudden smile of heaven, forth burst the 
sunshine.. .The course of the little brook might be traced by its merry gleam afar 
into the wood's heart of mystery, which had become a mystery of joy...Such was 
the sympathy of Nature—that wild heathen Nature of the forest. (160) 
Nature and the feminine are redeemed in the forest emphasized with images of 
sexuality, light, joy and passion. This brief moment is an affirmation of the 
Romantic's vision of the redeeming power of nature and the imagination. The 
narrator echoes Wordsworth, in a summary of this vision: "While with an eye 
made quiet by the power/Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,/We see into 
the life of things./...Knowing that Nature never did betray/The heart that loved 
her" ("Tintern Abbey" 11 47-49; 122-123). 
With the feminine, in the setting of the forest, Hester's womanhood 
awakened "from a deathlike slumber" (160), and not only is Hester's sexuality 
aroused, but so also is her maternity. She invokes Pearl, "the living 
hieroglyphic...the oneness of their being" who approaches "as if one of the 
fairies...had decked her out to meet [them]" (162). She is "all glorified with a ray 
of sunshine" (163). As at the seashore, Pearl has an affinity with water, she 
pauses, observing in the brook "another child,--another and the same" (163), 
exhibiting her dual nature. 
Hester feels "estranged from Pearl; as if the child, in her lonely ramble 
through the forest, had strayed out of the sphere in which she and her mother 
dwelt together and was now vainly seeking to return to it" (163). The sensitive 
Arthur feels it, too, having "a strange fancy...that this brook is the boundary 
between two worlds, and that thou canst never meet thy Pearl again" (163). 
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Again Hester summons Pearl, but Pearl will not advance beyond the 
brook. Arthur assumes the gesture of the letter, while Pearl and the brook-image 
point at Hester. Hester invokes Pearl again, whereupon Pearl has a tantrum that 
"seemed as if a hidden multitude were lending her their sympathy and 
encouragement" (164). Indeed, Arthur compares Pearl's outburst to "the 
cankered wrath of an old witch, like Mistress Hibbins" (165). 
The narrator suggests that Pearl's recalcitrance is due to jealousy or to the 
changed nature of their relationship, as "another inmate had been admitted 
within the circle of her mother's feelings, and so modified the aspect of them all" 
(163). With Pearl as text (pointing), Hester identifies the problem as the absence 
of the letter: "Children will not abide any, the slightest, change...Pearl misses 
something which she has always seen me wear!" (165) 
Arthur agrees, and urges Hester to indulge the child. He says, "Pacify her, 
if thou lovest me!" (165). At this, Hester blushes—she does indeed love 
him—but Hester, in a brief moment, does not wish to restore the letter, but sees 
the futility in not doing so. She is helpless in controlling Pearl or her fate. With 
"a heavy sigh...even before she had time to speak, the blush yielded to a deadly 
pallor" (165). Pearl is invited to bring the letter back to Hester, to which Pearl 
replies, "Come thou and take it up!" (165). Hester does so. 
Shari Benstock argues that Pearl's refusal to answer her mother's call is 
because Hester has disembodied Pearl and has given her a symbolic reality as the 
un-sexed feminine archetype: 
When Hester flings the letter aside in the scene by the brook, Pearl cannot 
recognize her as mother and refuses her insistent demands for recognition. 
By this time the effects of the scarlet letter are already lodged within the 
daughter's heart. Hester has succeeded in turning her daughter into a 
symbol, an image of the mother's (suppressed) sexual nature, by dressing 
her in the crimson and gold colors of the letter. (298) 
Dressing Pearl as she does symbolizes the letter and its/Hester's/Pearl's 
opposition to those who imposed it. It is true that Pearl and the letter function as 
over-determined symbols. Pearl functions as a symbol throughout the romance 
and she now recognizes Hester as mother. 
To understand Pearl's situation, another reading of the narrative is 
required. If Pearl and the letter are indeed identifiable, then Hester's 
renunciation of the letter is also a renunciation of Pearl—both the letter and Pearl 
have been discarded. "Let us not look back...the past is gone!...See! With this 
symbol, I undo it all, and make it as it had never been!" (159). This is Hester in 
her wiccan aspect: in her desire to redeem the future, she has erased the past. 
Nature is future-directed, to continue life; theologically, only the God of history 
can redeem the past. According to von Franz: 
Archetypes, as such...[are] eternal, timeless, totally transcendental...From 
the standpoint of continuous identity no Othernes exists, but from the 
standpoint of reciprocal interpermeation only "Otherness," instead of 
individual Self, exists. These two aspects are basically the same; only in 
temporal experience do they become mutually exclusive. The effect 
produced by reciprocal interpermeation is that either the one, all 
embracing Self or unalloyed Otherness exist. Although these two aspects 
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cannot temporally coincide, they contain each other reciprocally, (von 
Franz 80) 
Tnterpermeation' is von Franz's term akin to the Romantic's 'sympathy'. 
The brook with the letter on its bank is the "boundary between two 
worlds" (163), a temporal boundary between the un-written past and the present 
and hoped-for future. Pearl "could not find her wonted place, and hardly knew 
where she was" (163). Because the past has been re-written, so has the present. 
Without the letter, "not only does Pearl lose her own presence in the world but 
so does her mother" (Kilcup 240). There is no longer a place for Pearl, and she 
cannot cross the ritual boundary marked both by the letter and the water. Pearl 
cannot retrieve the letter; only she who cast the spell can retract it. The letter is 
powerful magic, even "the forest cannot hide it" (165). Hester has literally 
thrown out the baby with the bath water. Since Pearl functions as text for Hester 
and Arthur, without Pearl, there is no story: no text, no narrative, no reality. 
There is an aching poignancy in Hester's re-claiming of the letter. She has 
known, though unclearly—even darkly—that a "new life, and a true one" (158) 
was possible, even with the letter. Reclaiming the letter, however, she reclaims 
her past and the unredeemed letter. 
She advanced to the margin of the brook, took up the scarlet letter, and 
fastened it again to her bosom...and here again was the scarlet misery, 
glittering on the old spot...Hester next gathered up the heavy tresses of 
her hair, and confined them beneath her cap. As if t here was a withering 
spell in the sad letter, her beauty, the warmth and richness of her 
womanhood, departed, like fading sunshine. (166) 
The Dark Lady has returned. Hester's womanhood is diminished: the feminine 
denied. 
Pearl now is able to cross the boundary; time, or temporality, has been 
restored. Pearl exclaims, "Now thou art my mother indeed!" (166)—i.e. 'in this 
act,' or 'in this deed.' Pearl kisses both Hester and the letter, and asks about 
Arthur, and whether he loves them and will openly show his love. Can Arthur 
embrace the feminine and be true? Hester replies that he will not show it now, 
but he will sometime in the future. 
The pivotal question for Pearl is, "And will he always keep his hand over 
his heart?" (166) That is, will the letter always be a sign of fallen sexuality, the 
feminine denied (Arthur), and will you (Hester/Mother) always wear the letter 
with the same effect? At this, Hester rebukes Pearl, calling her "Foolish child" 
(166); however, this is exactly what Pearl is, a type of the Shakespearean fool, 
who provides an alternative and often inverted text, to show the truth. 
The letter has two very different, opposite and reciprocal readings. The 
reading of Hester and Arthur is that the letter is of shame and guilt, sin and the 
fall, death and damnation. For Pearl the text is her complete self, the full 
embodiment of the feminine. Pearl desperately wishes her mother to accept the 
textuality of the A as embodied in/by Pearl, and to reject the current reading of 
her mother which is reinforced by Arthur. Thus the fool-ish washing away of 
Arthur's kiss: Pearl returns to the brook, the natural and feminine world, and 
baptizes herself. The way down is the way up. In this Blake-like inversion, 
where Hester and Arthur see Hell and repression (via society, and a repressive 
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masculinity), Pearl finds Heaven and freedom in nature, the realm of the 
feminine. Pearl becomes the sought-for text of liberation. 
If i t is true, as the Romantics might say, that redemption is only possible 
through the imagination, then this tragedy is one of failures of the imagination. 
Hester fails to see the redemptive nature of the letter as embodied in Pearl. Pearl 
is the model for Hester to fully embrace the letter and thus the feminine—to 
become the letter. Another reading is more favorable, that Hester accepts the 
unredeemed letter as a sacrifice for Pearl, to keep Pearl present. Hester has tried 
to deny the reality of the letter in the forest by the brook, only to find that this 
also denies the reality of Pearl. Imagining no other options, the fallen letter is 
reclaimed and affirmed. 
The question remains whether Pearl continues to embody the redeemed 
letter, or whether she too succumbs to the socially restrictive text of the letter. 
"None knew...whether the elf-child had gone thus untimely to a maiden grave; 
or whether her wild, rich nature had been softened and subdued" (200). The 
narrator does not preclude the other option, that Pearl has in fact achieved full 
womanhood, bearing, as symbol, a child. It is a possibility that Hester finally 
recognizes in Pearl the text, the hermeneutic key, which reveals the scarlet letter 
as salvific, as a consecration of its own, and as a sacrament: "an outward and 
visible sign of inward and spiritual grace" (Book of Common Prayer). Perera 
writes: 
The implication...is that only after the full, even demonic, range of affects 
and objectivity of the dark feminine is felt and claimed will a true soul-
met, passionate and individual comradeship be possible between woman 
and man. (185) 
At the conclusion of the tale, Hester has become an oracle of sorts; a 
minister, certainly; priestess, perhaps. She accepts her role as the one who must 
take upon herself the sins of the community and becomes the one sacrificed in 
order that one day the feminine might be restored: 
Hester comforted and counseled them, as best she might. She assured 
them, too, of her firm belief, that, at some brighter period, when the 
world should have grown ripe for it, in Heaven's own time, a new truth 
would be revealed, in order to establish the whole relation between man 
and woman on a surer ground of mutual happiness. Earlier in life, 
Hester had vainly imagined that she herself might be the destined 
prophetess, but...the angel and apostle of the coming revelation must be 
a woman, indeed, but lofty, pure, and beautiful; and wise, moreover, not 
through dusky grief, but the ethereal medium of joy; and showing how 
sacred love should make us happy, by the truest test of a life successful to 
such an end! (201) 
The Romantic conclusion in this reading is that Pearl has indeed become the text 
and gospel (euangalion or good news) for Hester and for the vision of a 
redeemed feminine. It is, perhaps, Pearl's story, after all; the story of the letter at 
once revealed and redeemed. 
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Alissa S. Hoover 
"The Blue Colander: A Reflection and Comparison on the Hidden Moral of an 
Ordinary Kitchen Utensil" 
Writing to fulfill this assignment was a more difficult task than I had 
planned. However, I was very excited to begin the process (being a fan of Shel 
Silverstein's work). I have been familiar with his stories and poetry ever since I 
was a child. My mom used to gather my sister and me to read in her room, and 
we would look through The Light in the Attic, or Where the Sidewalk Ends, 
sitting there on the rug. I had a much different appreciation for Silverstein's work 
then, as 1 was only a child who giggled to hear the silly rhymes coming from my 
mother's mouth. Even now, I love Silverstein's sense of humor. However, my 
love for his wit comes with the appreciation of the simplicity he uses to get 
messages of moral across to his audiences, young and old. 
When noting that the assignment dealt with these types of simplistic 
messages, I was excited to begin. The Giving Tree, The Missing Piece, and The 
Missing Piece Meets the Big 0 are all sources that helped me to come across 
different ideas for a story line. Most of Silverstein's work deals with a moral that 
is simplified, and knowing that the assignment was based upon this concept, I 
began to brainstorm. 
My first idea came to me when I w as thinking about how morals are 
usually depicted. I thought of life, and how cruel things are sometimes, and I 
went from there. I was also toying with what I would fix to eat when I got home 
from class. I decided on carbohydrates, and knew my cupboard was filled with 
spaghetti. Simultaneously, I wondered whether the colander was clean. I thought 
of differences, I t hought of hunger, and I thought of holes. The blue colander 
sitting in the dish drain at home was going to be my focus. 
Once I had my topic, I was ready to begin. Usually finding a focus is the 
hardest part for me, and thanks to my stomach, I had little difficulty. From there, 
I decided that it would be exciting to write a children's book rather than a short 
story or poem. I thought that illustrations would be fun for me and perhaps for 
the class as well. I was already beginning to have ideas as to what I would draw 
for each sentence or concept. Like Silverstein's The Missing Piece, I wanted my 
story line to be simple. I decided to have one sentence per page, and opposite 
that sentence, an illustration that complimented it. I believe this form makes a 
story easier to comprehend and also adds a little more excitement to what might 
be coming next. 
The Blue Colander, like many of Silverstein's works, uses simplicity to 
demonstrate a moral. However, the book may speak to each person in a different 
way. It's most obvious moral may deal with the acceptance of diversity. This 
moral may lead to sub morals such as "accept another race," "don't be sexist," 
"everyone is special regardless of differences," and so on and so forth. The Blue 
Colander also expresses the virtue of patience. Each of the aforementioned 
morals can be related to children of all ages, as well as adults. 
I als o adopted other Silverstein methods during my book-building 
process. Aside from page set-up, Silverstein's illustrations are also simple. He 
rarely focuses on detail, yet his pictures still evoke pleasing images. Like 
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Silverstein, The Blue Colander's illustrations are mostly simple. The same 
"characters" are revealed throughout the entire book, and the setting doesn't 
change very much. However, unlike most of Silverstein's illustrations, mine are 
colored. I thought that color would add vibrancy to my story and might make 
the pages a little more fun. Aside from color's role in pleasing the eye, I knew 
that playing on the word "blue" would shed more light on the way my main 
character feels. 
And so I began; what an interesting task. I found it easy to draw what I 
wanted depicted, but getting the illustrations down on paper was a bit complex. 
I kne w in my mind that I would eventually have to make a trip to the copier to 
have these pages printed and bound. However, I was not quite aware of the 
lengthy process that loomed before me. After completing the illustrations and 
coloring them in, (faithfully using up my best markers), my housemate drove me 
to Mailboxes Etc. where I came across the copier technician from hell. 1 was told 
that each color copy printed on card stock would cost me $1.13 per page. The 
Blue Colander is twenty-five pages long. I did the math and found myself at the 
black and white copier. Thanks to my college funding, or lack thereof, I was 
going to have to recolor each and every illustration by hand. Hurray. However, I 
am glad for my tribulations. I can now call myself an author of children's 
literature, (whether or not the title is fitting), and I can say that I went through all 
the stuff to get there. No goal, which is a true goal, can be easily attained. 
As is probably apparent, The Blue Colander is geared mainly towards small 
children. However, there are lessons involved behind that blue plastic which 
certainly relate to the children at heart before me today. I am sure there are 
several of you, and, no doubt, many blue colanders. 
[Two samples of Ms. Hoover's artwork for this project adorn the front and back covers 
of this booklet). 

